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Description of the scheme  

 

There are 19 fully functional cameras installed at strategically positioned locations in the 

Aspley area.  

 

There are also 4 columns used for the City Wide re-deployable cameras in the area and 1 

re-deployable camera was used during the period of evaluation. 

 

The system is operated and monitored 24 hours a day 365 days a year by trained and 

dedicated staff at the Nottingham City Council CCTV Control Centre.   

 

During this period the CCTV Control Room carried out 198 Viewings and released 89 

items of media to the Police. 

 

Over this period we have linked in with our partner agencies on ASB operations such as 

OP CACOGEN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Incidents of note 

 

20/04/12 – CCTV Officer James Pykett spotted a male acting suspiciously by the 
bus stop on Aspley Lane. Whilst monitoring the male was seen to bend down 
under the bus stop and take a handbag which belonged to a female who was sat 
waiting for a bus. The male then cycled off with the bag the owner of which was 
unaware. James kept the male on camera whilst he contacted the Police who 
attended and arrested the male and returned the bag back to its owner. 
 
 
10/06/13– Suspicious male & vehicle spotted on Withern Rd. Police informed & 
directed to vehicle. Vehicle & male stopped & searched. Large amounts of deal 
bags & small amount of cannabis found.x3 male arrested. 
 

12/06/13- After hearing of a fight on Lindfield Rd, CCTV Officers spotted a group 
and called Police. On Police arrival one male was found to have been stabbed. 
The group saw Police & CCTV observed an object being discarded in a hedge. 
Police were directed to the group & the location of the object. Police recovered a 
machete and some cannabis. Male & female from the group were arrested 
 

17/10/13 – Following reports of a car being abandoned in the middle of Alwyn 
Road, CCTV Officer checked playback and was able to see males leaving the 
car. He then checked the area and spotted the males changing clothes. Police 
were informed and arrested one male for possession of Class A drugs. 
 
02/12/13 – CCTV Operator monitored x2 males with baseball bats chasing x2 
other males up Westwood Road. Police were informed and attended. Two males 
were arrested. Footage was then supplied to the Officers. 
 

19/05/14 – CCTV Officer Pykett observed a male hiding from the camera on 
Withern Road. Suspicious activity was then seen at the rear of a vehicle with 
items being loaded into the boot. The vehicle was then driven off and parked up 
on Broxtowe Lane, the male left the vehicle parked up and walked back up 
Coleby Rd.Police were informed and attended stopping the male on Coleby 
Road, the male was breath tested and found to be over the limit he also had 
cannabis on him. On checking the vehicle the boot was found to contain stolen 
red diesel. The male was arrested. 

 
14/08/2014 - Broxtowe Sgt contacted the Woodlands control room to inform 
officer J Pykett that a Dylan Denham was wanted. At 08:54 Woodlands officer 
sighted a male that the officer believed to be a Dylan Denham entering 178 
Woodfield Road. Woodlands monitored the front and back door of the property 
and informed police. Police officers were onsite and 1 x male arrested (Dylan 
Denham) Police officers were offsite where they took Dylan Denham to Bridewell. 
 


